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Welcome to our strategic plan, covering
the financial years 2021-2023.

terms of the sector’s resilience and
profitability and in terms of “greening”
ourselves and the sector.

Since the last plan, published in April 2017,
the organisation has gone from strength to
strength. With around 440 members
representing nearly 9,000 shops, and
having reached our 20th anniversary, the
Charity Retail Association (CRA) has clearly
established itself at the heart of charity
retail, working closely with a wide range of
stakeholders and partners.
This has been all the more obvious as a
result of the most significant disruption the
country has seen since the Second World
War – the COVID-19 pandemic, which
erupted in March 2020 and in a stroke
changed almost all the rules of
engagement for an association such as
ours, and which forced us to rethink
almost everything that we know about the
sector, the workforce, the customer base,
and indeed the world.
Nevertheless, this plan moves us to the
next stage of our development.
Building back better after COVID requires a
new focus on sustainability, both in

It is time to leverage properly our new
understanding of how charity retail can
benefit from digital and online
developments, a factor which has been
given a massive acceleration and boost as
a result of shops being closed for around
eight months of the 2021 financial year. It
is time to rethink our communications with
our members and external organisations
and the public. It is time to be a more
inclusive and diverse organisation and
sector, particularly in the wake of the Black
Lives Matter movement that so gripped
the world in the first quarters of 2020.
Whilst we won’t achieve all this in three
years, it is now our belief that we need to
provide additional focus and commitment
in these areas.
This plan aims to do just that, and we hope
that it gives you a clear picture of our
intentions and how we are going to spend
our members’ money on these and other
things.
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CONTEXT
At the time of publication of the last Charity Retail
Association plan, in April 2017, no-one would have
foreseen the extraordinary upheaval that was to come.
The machinations over the UK’s departure from the
European Union, a rapid and unprecedented (at least
in recent years) decline in the fortunes of many town
centres, and a sudden upsurge of interest in the
drastic potential effects of climate change were already
bringing about a very turbulent period for retail in
general.
On top of which we then have to overlay the worst
public health crisis in living memory, and an overdue
and all-pervading emphasis on equality, diversity and
inclusion (EDI) which has risen to the forefront of
consciousness.
This is the background against which this plan is
written. For charity retail, all of these factors have been
significant in varying degrees, and there follows a
summary of the key effects of the monumental
changes which have buffeted us in the run up to this
plan.
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COVID-19
By far the most significant of these

One of the consequences for CRA was

effects has been the COVID-19

the cancellation of our annual face to

pandemic, which appeared on our

face conference, the key flagship event

radar in the UK in February 2020.

of the year for both us and the sector.
We were also forced to cancel some

During that year, in a non-sequential

30 or 40 other face to face events

series of national and local lockdowns,

which we were preparing to run –

what is known as “non-essential” retail

smaller ones which formed the

operations, including charity shops,

backbone of our communications with

found themselves having to shut their

our membership. Thanks to the agility

doors nationally for the first time ever.

and creativity of our staff we were

In all parts of the UK there were in

quickly able to replace these elements

2020/1 around eight to nine months of

with a number of virtual offerings

complete shutdown and a consequent

(nearing 100 during 2020/1). This

massive loss of revenue to the charity

enabled us to communicate with our

sector. This extraordinary and

members even more effectively than

unexpected development was not only

before, and enabled us to reach, for

unwelcome from the point of view of

the first time, a number of our smaller

income, but it also caused a significant

members, for whom travelling to

diminution in the number of shops

London or Birmingham was always a

around the country (at the time of

challenge both in terms of logistics

writing around 5-10%), a loss of

and cost, and who were now able to

something between 30% and 50% of

participate in our online meetings in a

the sector’s volunteers, and

much more cost effective manner.

considerable expenditure in making

There is no doubt that online and

adjustments to shop premises to make

virtual events will continue to be a

them COVID secure. From the word go,

major part of our offering going

it was a priority to handle social

forward.

distancing and hygiene effectively
whilst allowing shops to remain

Even before the pandemic struck

congenial and efficient places to work.

members were considering how they
could use online sales techniques to

These challenges, huge as they were,

enhance their profitability in an

were met with incredible fortitude by

environment where high street footfall

the sector. The sector and its people

was under considerable threat from a

are to be commended hugely for their

number of pressures. The startling

flexibility in the face of such a drastic

closure of all shops served only to

set of circumstances.

accelerate this process and indeed
now those charity retailers without any
kind of online offering would be very
much in the minority.
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We have been working very hard to help them with the
technicalities and techniques of offering donated goods
and new goods online and again this will prove a major
theme going forward - another of the unintended (but
in this case beneficial) consequences of the pandemic.
At the time of writing all retail is still shut across the UK.
However our expectation is that when shops are finally
allowed to reopen trading will be as good, if not better,
than ever; we do not see COVID-19 as a defeat - we see
it as an opportunity to re-evaluate and take stock and to
create new strategies for increasing the resilience of the
sector.

BREXIT
In an act of extraordinary timing, fate dictated that the
COVID-19 pandemic would follow hard on the heels of
the UK's decision to exit the European Union, and
indeed the election of a new government which was
partly provoked by, and partly caused by, that vote.
The pandemic probably distracted the government, and
indeed the public, from the significant consequences
that Brexit would bring, and they were forced into
negotiating a settlement agreement with the European
Union almost, as it were, under the radar. The
consequences of Brexit for charity retail remain
uncertain but initial soundings seem to be that our
sector has been largely unaffected by the new
relationship with the European Union.
At the time of writing it is too early to tell (and too
difficult to disentangle from the pandemic) what the
overall economic consequences of Brexit will be, but
our members stand ready to continue with their trading
in a post-Brexit world as the vast majority of their
activity takes place within these shores.
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THE TOWN CENTRE
If the consequences of Brexit are too early to identify,
the same cannot be said of the extraordinary changes
that are taking place in the town centres of the UK.
There is no question that this is a process which, while
starting well before the pandemic, has been
accelerated by it. Town centre footfall is at an all time
low, there are still major issues which have yet to be
faced over business rates and the effect of online
shopping activities on bricks and mortar retail in the
town centre. A combination of these factors and the
pandemic have forced a number of major retailers
into administration and have caused the loss of a
number of household names on a permanent or
semi-permanent basis.
A particularly interesting development at the time of
writing has been the purchase of certain retail brands
by major online retailers; these brands have been
purchased without the physical shops that made the
brands what they were - a clear sign that commercial
retail is starting to feel that brand awareness is equally
effective online as in store environments.
But charity retail has always been a people business.
Our strong belief is that there will always be a place
for bricks and mortar in our sector - the ability to use
charity shops as community hubs, to provide a portal
to the parent charity’s activities and to provide a
haven for people in the community is a crucial part of
what we do. Not only that but we are providing an
alternative set of options for shoppers and visitors; we
can provide the kind of variety and interest that has
been so lacking from the town centre experience in
recent years, and we remain very confident that
charity retail has a promising and thriving future in the
high streets of the UK even as it innovates and
diversifies with exciting developments such as out of
town stores, specialist shops and of course, online.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Prior to the pandemic there was a clear consensus
emerging that the biggest challenge that humanity
was facing was that of climate change. The
consequences of global warming, the finite nature of
resources and overpopulation were starting to
become clear even to those who had hitherto given
this little thought. Television programmes and other
media highlighting the deleterious effects of human
activities on the environment were starting to become
extremely popular and generating a sense of outrage,
sometimes despair, about selfish and short termist
attitudes to the environment.
Whilst the pandemic has clearly temporarily
distracted from these concerns, there is now growing
awareness that we need to “build back better”,
especially in terms of providing a more sustainable
future for the planet and the people who live on it.
This environmental zeitgeist is one of the most
significant contexts that retail has to operate in.
Consumers are becoming more aware of green issues
and there is no question that manufacturers and
retailers are starting to respond to this. The growing
intensity of the fast fashion movement needs to be
weighed more effectively against the unsustainable
nature of manufacturing so many new clothes at such
extraordinarily inexpensive prices.
Of course it is obvious that charity retail has a huge
part to play here, providing as it does a crucial link
between supply and demand for second hand
clothing. Our members’ activities are responsible for
keeping approximately half of the nation's textiles out
of landfill or incinerators - this is a huge proportion
and one which is rarely understood by legislators or
even the media and the public.
As a sector we need to build heavily on this
extraordinarily beneficial aspect of our activities and
as a trade association we need to spend considerable
time increasing the awareness of all of our
stakeholders in this arena.
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BLACK LIVES
MATTER
An even less predictable development, though none the less
welcome for that, was the sudden growth of the Black Lives
Matter movement in the wake of the death of George Floyd
at the hands of the Minneapolis police department. The
propulsion of this movement into the public consciousness
was unprecedented.
A quick glance at the charity retail sector shows that it is by
no means a diverse or inclusive one. The proportion of
employees and volunteers in charity retail who come from an
ethnic minority background is much less than the proportion
of the total population - this cannot be right given that there
are 23,000 staff and 230,000 volunteers in the sector. Surely
we must be able to play our part in providing opportunities
for all of the people of the UK.
As a trade association we see ourselves having a firm
responsibility in this area and in 2020 we started the process
of identifying an action plan which will help both us as an
organisation and the sector as a whole to acknowledge the
existence of overt and covert racism in charity retail and take
steps to do something about it. This will be an ongoing part
of our work over the next three years as indeed it should be
an ongoing part of everybody’s work: from government, local
authorities, associations to individual charities and indeed
individual shops.

It is against these seismic shifts that we present our plan for
the future. We are confident that the sector will thrive once it
is allowed to reopen fully and we will play our part in
whatever the next few years hold for the sector. The present
situation has made it clear that the sector and its trade
association are needed as never before, and we owe it to
those millions of people, animals, and causes that are
supported by our members to provide the best possible help
to allow charities to trade successfully and raise much
needed funds.
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THE PLAN

VISION

1

A successful, sustainable, trusted and valued charity retail sector

MISSION

2

CRA’s mission is to be the voice of charity retail, and to help members thrive whilst optimising benefits to
the environment, local communities and wider society

VALUES
General:
To act at all times with integrity, honesty,
and with a sense of openness and
transparency
To consider the environmental impact of
all that we do
To act in the best interests of our
members rather than ourselves
To be the best possible partners with
other industry and third sector
organisations
To maintain a culture of collaboration and
co-operation with members and with
other organisations from the wider sector

Within the charity retail sector:
To act at all times with integrity, fairness
and openness
To consider our impact upon the
environment and to reduce our
environmental impact wherever possible
To maintain the highest professional
standards of behaviour with members and
external stakeholders; to be responsive, to
listen, and to be proactive
To create an inclusive and welcoming
environment for all
To be reliable and trusted
To be forward looking and positive
To always act in the best interests of our
members and the wider sector rather than
ourselves

[1] The purpose of a Vision is to present the world as we would like it to be – an ideal world if you like.
[2] Our Mission is how we are going to help bring about the Vision identified above.
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THE PLAN
SIX STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
These objectives form the basis of our activities. Every activity that we undertake will fall into one of these
objectives:
1. Champion charity retail
2. Strengthen charity retail
3. Build a strong community of charity retailers
4. Be the accessible knowledge hub of charity retail
5. Promote environmental sustainability within the CRA and the sector
6. Strengthen the CRA’s capacity to support the sector and our members

WHAT WE WILL DO
Given the above objectives, we have identified the aims and their measures of success which will inform
our activities in the next three years.

image courtesy of Save the Children
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Objective

Aims

Success measures

1. Champion
charity retail

1.1 Proactively lobby for
the sector and promote its
interests

1.1.1 Regularly meet with politicians
and officials to pursue the interests
of the sector, and to understand
their motivations and priorities
1.1.2 Respond to all relevant
consultations and be an active part
of Government
advisory/stakeholder groups
1.1.3 Ensure that CRA plays its part
in the debates around town
centres, the high street and retail

1.2 Try to ensure that there
is a positive perception of
charity retail amongst the
media and the public

1.2.1 A minimum of 20 articles per
year published by the media in
print and/or online external media
1.2.2 Within 2 years grow LinkedIn
followers by 840, Twitter followers
by 360, Facebook followers by 600
and Instagram followers by 480 –
minimums in each case
1.2.3 A minimum of 21,600 social
media engagements across all
platforms by the end of 2023
1.2.4 A minimum of 3 strong
campaigns run per year
1.2.5 Use of research data to gain
significant insights into the sector
to inform the public and media of
the benefits of the sector

1.3 Work collaboratively
with wider retail and
voluntary sector
stakeholders

1.3.1 Continue to maintain close
contact with all partner and
potential partner organisations
with evidence of regular
communications and
collaborative working

2.1 Continually develop our
service provision in the
light of members’ needs

2.1.1 Biennial membership survey
shows a 90% or more satisfaction
rate with our member services
2.1.2 Implementation and
promotion of the TRUST licensing
scheme for collectors of unsold
items from charity shops
2.1.3 Greater focus on our
ecommerce guidance in the light of
increasing online activities
2.1.4 At least 10 members signed up
to the Charity Retail Safeguarding
Scheme by the end of 2021.

2.2 Provide opportunities
for personal and
professional development
within membership

2.2.1 At least 10 face to face or
online training courses run each
calendar year tailored to charity
retail, each with a minimum
satisfaction rating of 90%

2. Strengthen
charity retail
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Objective

Aims

Success measures
2.2.2 E-learning activity
progressed during 2021 and
beyond
2.2.3 Continue to offer online
wellbeing resources

3. Build a strong
community of
charity retailers

2.3 We will examine and if
appropriate implement
one or more accreditation,
certification or licensing
scheme for the sector

2.3.1 Marketplace researched
potential collaborators identified
by the end of 2021
2.3.2 Any such schemes
implemented by the end of 2022

2.4 We will take steps to
improve the equality,
diversity and inclusion of
the sector

2.4.1 EDI action plan fully on track
and implementation effective
according to its own timescales

2.5 We will assist the sector
in its efforts to recruit,
induct and retain more
volunteers

2.5.1 Appoint a staff member
with specific focus on
volunteering
2.5.2 Work with partners such as
National Citizens Service, Royal
Voluntary Service and
Volunteering Matters to raise the
profile of charity retail
volunteering
2.5.3 Develop a range of
resources to support the
recruitment, induction and
retention of volunteers

3.1 Continue to provide
opportunities for our
members to network and
learn from each other

3.1.1 At least 30 events per year
delivered by a mixture of face to
face and online techniques
3.1.2 At least one face to face
event delivered in every UK
nation (subject to legal
restrictions)
3.1.3 A flagship annual
conference, preferably run as a
face to face event if possible,
showing at least a 90%
satisfaction rating
3.1.4 An online resource of
webinars and some speaker
sessions created by the end of
2022, with direct member access
3.1.5 Attendees and participants
come from a wide range of
backgrounds and localities
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Objective

4. Be the
accessible
knowledge hub of
charity retail

Aims

Success measures

3.2 We will improve our
online provision for
members to exchange
ideas

3.2.1 An accessible and userfriendly mechanism created to
enable communications between
members by the end of 2021

3.3 We will tailor our
services to different
profiles of retail chain

3.3.1 Biennial membership
survey shows a 90% or more
satisfaction rate with our
member services for each size
category

4.1 We will continue to be
the leading source of
choice for sector-specific
information

4.1.1 New content for our public
website published, providing
information on the sector and
ensuring it is effectively
promoted and regularly updated

4.2 Provide assured
guidance and resources for
policy, legal and
professional advice matters

4.2.1 Policy guidance is rated as
excellent or good by at least 85%
of members responding to the
membership survey

4.3 Continue to provide
sector-leading research
and benchmarking on a
variety of topics

4.3.1 Regular analysis of sectorspecific and industry-wide sales
performance and key market
trends produced
4.3.2 Research produced on
priority topics agreed with the
membership, including the
possibility of doing consumer
research and research into the
non-profit financial benefits of
charity retail to the parent charity
4.3.3 In collaboration with
appropriate stakeholders,
statistics and insights to support
the sector and its partners
published
4.3.4 Timely and relevant
statistics produced to strengthen
our lobbying positions on issues
that matter to our members and
the sector
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Objective

Aims

Success measures

5. Promote
environmental
sustainability
within the CRA
and the sector

5.1 Develop and promote
best practice in
environmental
sustainability for the CRA
and for members

5.1.1 External expertise accessed
to review and improve CRA’s
environmental sustainability
practices in order to create a CRA
sustainability policy by
September 2021

5.1.2 Develop a suite of
sustainability guidance for
membership by Jan 2022
5.1.3 Use the TRUST licensing
mechanism to improve the
environmental credentials of the
collection industry
6. Strengthen and
improve CRA’s
capacity to
support the
sector and our
members

6.1 Promote a culture of
continuing staff
development

6.1.1 Ensure that staff
supervision includes ongoing
references to staff development
needs
6.1.2 Ensure that this culture is
reflected in staff resources

6.2 Use the most effective
infrastructure to deliver
services, including if
possible a new generation
website

6.2.1 Finances permitting, a new
website is online by January 2023
6.2.2 Company wide systems
(CRM, accounts and website)
integrated by middle of 2023

6.3 Be at the forefront of
sector needs and
innovation

6.3.1 Staff have sufficient skills
and training to understand the
sector’s requirements
6.3.2 A diverse and
representative board of directors
in place to offer guidance and
leadership
6.3.3 Awareness of future trends
within charity retail is maintained
by utilising key personnel and
research

6.4 Use EDI action plan to
promote crossorganisation diversity and
inclusivity

6.4.1 All elements of EDI action
plan fulfilled in timely fashion

image courtesy of Royal Trinity Hospice
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